Tim Britton is CEO of Spinnaker, specialised in the leasing, sale of new and used containers for shipping and storage purposes. Tim talks to us about how Spinnaker has over 60 shipping depots strategically located around the world, satisfying the demand for containers at any point of the supply chain.

Please tell us about your main responsibilities as CEO of Spinnaker: Like many business leaders of a small business I wear many hats. My primary concern is to help the team of talented people, who make up Spinnaker, to be as successful as possible.

That ranges from ensuring we have the correct capital in place to supply inventory to our sales network, bringing in new portfolios of containers for us to manage, through to simple day to day advice and coaching.

What does one have to be aware of when purchasing a container?

Containers, if manufactured correctly using quality suppliers and materials, will last for 13-15 years in maritime use and at least another 10 years in the secondary rental and storage markets.

We use highly specialised quality control professionals to ensure what we buy and deliver that working life. When we acquire used container portfolios we look at who initially built the containers and what quality management process was in place. We ultimately also inspect a statistically significant sample.

How important is regulation when purchasing and trading with containers?

The ISO regulations supported by the series approval via the major Classification Societies gives a strong global basis of regulation. We purchase from a few key manufacturing partners whose quality reputation we rely upon, CMA and Sirijamas. As I said you don’t get what you expect, you get what you inspect and we always do online physical inspections. We reject container floors more than any other single component and that is the reflection of how quality is not just meeting the base regulatory minimums.

What type of container is most popular and why?

The 20’ standard dry box is the global workhorse for all raw material movements. 40’ hi-cube are used transpacific and on all major long haul routes for packaged and consumer goods that will cube out before they reach their maximum gross payload. 40’ standard height boxes are of less demand as they cost the same to move by train or truck as a 40’ hi-cube with 21% more space for cargo carrying.

Spinnaker has a good worldwide network. Do you have plans to enter new markets over the next five years?

We have been successfully growing our Asian network over the last 15 years and we continue to see more opportunity there than in say sub-Saharan Africa and South America. The Middle Eastern trades offer some interesting opportunities if Iran is allowed to continue its reentry into the global markets.

How complex is the recovery process of a container if affected by a company that has entered into receivership?

We have successfully recovered most of the 1,400 units we had on lease to Hanjin at its demise and we have just entered into an agreement to take over another 15,000 containers which banks had leased directly to Hanjin.

The short answer is that it is complex, it’s also hard work but we are experienced at resolving the many challenges of negotiating the release of those containers which were affected by the bankruptcy and moving them to other markets for leasing or selling into the secondary markets.

Please talk to us about your memorable shipping experience and your favourite ship.

My most pure fun shipping experience was probably organising a trial shipment of French table wine using flexitanks from Bordeaux to Reunion Island in the Indian Ocean and then going to Reunion for a week to supervise the successful discharge. As a former US Lines Sales Rep the, at the time, record breaking 4,200 TEU so-called jumbo “Econ” vessels that US Lines started their Round the World service under Malcolm McLean will always have a place in my heart. I think there are only two still sailing and one is the former American Nebraska, which was one of the last to enter service before the demise and bankruptcy in 1986. My first job after US Lines was working for a leasing company Trans Ocean Leasing, locating and negotiating the return of bank owned containers. 30 years later that experience has been very useful!

As an industry we seem to have not learned how to avoid over leveraging of vessels and shipping operations.